
PS Workflow enables drivers to focus on what matters by automating data entry, 
reducing steps at each stop, and never asking for the same information twice

Connect with us to see PS Workflow in action and learn how to automate your 
fleet’s driver experience.

Enhance your drivers’ experience and increase efficiency 
with our automated information capture, data-driven 
jobs, smart logic, and configurable forms. Drivers save 
an average of 5 minutes per load, reducing stress and 
increasing satisfaction.

CREATE A GREAT DRIVER EXPERIENCE
Tailor PS Workflow to fit your fleet’s needs. 
From dispatching loads to capturing data, 
PS Workflow can be customized to how 
your fleet operates.

YOUR WORKFLOW, YOUR WAY

Increase data accuracy and save time with our 
intelligent geofence capabilities for automating load 
tasks such as arrivals and departures. PS Workflow 
pulls load information from your TMS and syncs with 
PS Form Messages and PS Navigation to 
pre-populate information. 

SAVE TIME & ELIMINATE ERRORS
Automate driver load interactions directly into 
your TMS through supported integrations with 
popular systems like McLeod and Trimble.

BUILT-IN TMS INTEGRATION

Keep your fleet connected and on time by seamlessly 
integrating Platform Science and partner apps into your 
fleet’s Workflow for easy navigation and fewer taps. 

SEAMLESS APP INTEGRATION

The Customizable Workflow 
Experience Your Fleet Deserves
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Feature Spotlight
PS WORKFLOW

Create a better experience for your drivers with easy 
form building that increases efficiency and unlocks new 
features by reducing extra steps and only collecting 
information your back-office team needs. 

VISUAL FORM BUILDER

Keep team drivers aligned with their tasks and 
priorities through multi-user workflows and group 
chat messaging.  

TEAM DRIVING SUPPORT

Increase driver preparedness and satisfaction with 
Preplans, which gives drivers all the trip information 
they need before hitting the road for greater 
efficiency and a better in-cab experience. 

PREPLANS
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